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Abstract

We study the dynamics of a naturally ventilated room in which a point source provides a steady source of buoyancy and which is
affected by an opposing unsteady wind. The wind is modelled as a stochastic forcing, which aims at simulating realistic velocity
fluctuations as observed in the lower atmosphere. Our main finding is the occurrence of a “noise-induced transition”, namely a
structural change of the mean behaviour of the system: the warm-cold air interface does not fluctuate around the elevation exhibited
when wind is constant, but oscillations occur around a new (significantly lower) interface elevation. We provide the physical
explanation for such a counter-intuitive behaviour and show its dependence on (i) wind characteristics (intensity and timescale of
fluctuations) and (ii) relative strength of wind over thermal loads. A realistic example case shows that the behaviour highlighted
here has potentially major implications in the design and management of naturally ventilated buildings.
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Nomenclature

Latin letters

Ac Cross-sectional area of the room
AB Cross-sectional area of the bottom opening
AT Cross-sectional area of the top opening
B0 Strength of the point-source of buoyancy
B Buoyancy of the warm layer
C Coefficient for turbulent entrainment in plumes
Cpl Wind pressure coefficient for the lower opening
Cpu Wind pressure coefficient for the upper opening
CV,wv Coefficient of variation of the wind velocity
g Gravitational acceleration
g′ Reduced gravity or buoyancy of the buoyant layer
g′(z) Reduced gravity of the plume at elevation z
g′H Reduced gravity of the plume at the ceiling (z = H)
g′P Reduced gravity of the plume at cold-warm interface

(z = h)
g′0 Reduced gravity of the buoyant layer at equilibrium
h Elevation above the floor of the interface between

the cold air and the warm layer
h0 Elevation of the interface at equilibrium
H Height of the room
QP Flow rate of the plume at cold-warm interface (z = h)
QP(z) Flow rate of the plume at elevation z
QT,w,max Maximum flow through the top opening

induced by wind

∗Corresponding author
Email address: riccardo.vesipa@polito.it (Riccardo Vesipa)

QT,b,max Maximum flow through the top opening
induced by buoyancy forces

∆pb Pressure difference between upwind and
downwind facades induced by buoyancy forces

∆pw Pressure difference between upwind and
downwind facades induced by wind

P Parameter that quantifies the strength of the
buoyancy forces over the wind forces

t Time
TB f Filling box time
v Wind velocity
v(t) Time-dependent wind velocity
v0 Mean wind velocity
v′(t) Wind velocity fluctuations
V Vent parameter
W Wind parameter
W(t) Time varying wind parameter
W0 Mean wind parameter
∆W Sudden variation of the wind parameter
z Upward vertical axis starting from the point-

source of buoyancy

5

Greek letters

γ(t) Parameter that quantifies the deviation of the reduced
gravity of the buoyant layer from equilibrium
condition (=1 at equilibrium)

γeq Average reduced gravity attained during
the dynamical equilibrium phase

η(t) Parameter that quantifies the deviation of the
interface elevation of the buoyant layer from
equilibrium conditions (=1 at equilibrium)
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ηeq Average interface elevation attained during the
dynamical equilibrium phase

ρ Ambient air density
10

∆ρ Difference between the density of the warm air and
the density of the ambient air

σwv Standard deviation of the wind velocity
τwv Autocorrelation (or relaxation time) of the wind

velocity

Subscripts

b Buoyancy
B Bottom opening
T Top opening
w Wind
wv Wind velocity

15

Flow regimes

A Stratified forward flow
B Stratified reverse flow
C Mixed reverse flow

20

Diacritic

ˆ̇ Dimensionless variable

1. Introduction

The natural ventilation of interior spaces is the art of taking25

advantage of waste thermal loads (e.g., people, electrical de-
vices) to bring fresh air inside an enclosed space (e.g., a room)
[1, 2]. The buoyancy of warmer air over colder air is the key
physical process behind natural ventilation [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Ther-
mal loads (the buoyancy sources) heat air, that tends to float30

over the surrounding colder air and reach the ceiling of the
room. There, it accumulates and creates a pressure difference
compared to the external ambient (the so-called stack effect). If
an opening is cut at the level of the ceiling (top opening), the
pressure differential forces the warm air out of the room, which35

in turn will be replaced by (colder and fresh) air coming from
the external ambient and entering from a bottom opening cut at
the level of the floor (Fig. 1).

The previous picture shows that natural ventilation is all
about generating a stack effect strong enough to eject warm air40

from the top opening and to bring in colder air from the ambi-
ent. It follows that any phenomenon that assists or contrasts the
heat-induced stack effect has to be carefully taken into account
[3, 6, 7]. In this regard, wind plays a crucial role. By interacting
with buildings, it generates pressure differences between up-45

wind and downwind façades [8]. The stack effect is assisted or
contrasted depending on the position of the top opening (down-
wind or upwind face [3, 6, 7]). In the latter case, the so-called
“opposing” wind can even overcome the stack effect, inducing
a fresh air inflow from the top opening.50

Over the last decades, naturally ventilated systems have re-
ceived a great deal of attention from the scientific community.
Indeed, natural ventilation is considered as a promising tech-
nique for reducing the energy demand of buildings [9, 10].

Moreover, understanding the air flow paths within enclosed55

spaces is becoming more and more important to quantify and
predict the quality of indoor air (e.g., to describe the spread
of airborne diseases [11, 12, 13]). Despite this great practical
importance, the design of effective and sound ventilation sys-
tems based on the stack effect is still a challenging task. This is60

due to the variability of the environmental parameters and the
strong non-linearity of the underlying dynamics. The interplay
between fluctuating parameter and nonlinear dynamics may in-
deed trigger unexpected behaviors that can frustrate the effec-
tiveness of natural ventilation. A key topic of research is there-65

fore to understand the possible occurrence of these conditions
and propose solutions for a more resilient ventilation. In this
picture, this work highlights the non-trivial effect of stochastic
fluctuations of the wind velocity on ventilation dynamics.

Previous studies on naturally ventilated enclosed spaces cov-70

ered a wide range of different configurations, including single
[14, 15] and multiple rooms [9], and point [7, 16, 17, 18], mul-
tiple [19] or distributed sources of buoyancy [4, 5, 20]. Most of
the studies assumed adiabatic walls, but cases of thermally con-
ductive or thermally massive walls were also analysed [21, 22].75

Several peculiar behaviours of these ventilated systems could
be enlightened and understood by means of a relatively sim-
ple modelling approach, based on systems of coupled ordi-
nary differential equations that express balances of volume and
buoyancy. Despite their simplicity (compared to more com-80

plex fluid dynamics numerical tools), theoretical models have
shown a remarkable agreement with observations and measure-
ments performed in laboratory experiments. This proves their
reliability in simulating ventilation dynamics in both stationary
[7, 23, 24, 25, 26] and non-stationary conditions [17, 10, 27].85

One of the more interesting results of this body of literature
concerns the effect of an opposing wind (i.e., a wind that con-
trasts the stack effect). Notably, it can induce multiple steady
states [28, 7, 29]. This means that, under the same forcing con-
ditions (wind velocity and thermal loads), the system can ex-90

hibit either a “stratified forward flow” regime (with ejection of
air from the top opening) or a “mixed reverse flow” regime (in-
flow of air from the top opening and ejection from the bottom).
As it is typical for a bistable dynamical system, the ventilation
regime that actually takes places depends on its previous “his-95

tory”.
In order to describe real-world systems (characterized by un-

steady dynamics), recent works studied the effect of the un-
steadiness of the environmental conditions (e.g., wind veloc-
ity) or varying internal uses (e.g., thermal loads). Among oth-100

ers, wind gusts (described as fluxes of cold air entering a warm
room [10, 27]), periodic changes of the thermal load [30, 31],
sudden changes in wind velocity [20, 21, 18], and transient
scenarios (e.g., a cold room where thermal loads are suddenly
turned on [17]) were investigated.105

So far, unsteadiness processes have been simulated by means
of deterministic models. This approach had been successful
in elucidating peculiar features of the dynamics of unsteady
naturally ventilated systems (e.g., hysteresis mechanisms, bi-
stability occurrence, stability of the equilibrium points to finite-110

amplitude perturbations).
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This deterministic approach is however unsuitable to con-
sider typical features of the environmental unsteadiness exhib-
ited by wind, that is characterised by a strong variability over
a wide range of temporal scales. Notably, it is well known that115

wind dynamics is intrinsically stochastic, as it exhibits random
fluctuations, both in intensity [32] and direction [33]. Such fluc-
tuations are due to the turbulent nature of atmospheric flows
[34] and to the dynamics of the wakes generated by the inter-
action of winds with bluff bodies (e.g., buildings, trees) located120

upstream the ventilated system [35].
In recent years, it has been shown that random fluctuations

can have relevant and counter-intuitive effects on the behaviour
of dynamical systems, especially when nonlinear processes oc-
cur [36, 37, 38, 39]. Since ventilated systems are characterized125

by nonlinear processes, we expect their dynamics to be poten-
tially very sensitive to a stochastic wind forcing. To the Authors
knowledge, this aspect was so far tackled only by [40], who
showed that stochastic fluctuations of thermal loads and wind
velocities can significantly alter the system response (compared130

to the system behaviour attained with average thermal loads and
wind velocities) reducing the efficacy of natural ventilation.

However, [40] focused only on the case of distributed buoy-
ancy sources, a conditions that prevents the generation of a
warm buoyant layer within the room. Furthermore, they did135

not investigate the role of the parameters that characterize the
stochastic forcing (e.g., magnitude and time scale of the fluctu-
ations) and the ventilated system (e.g., mean wind velocity and
mean thermal load, room size, opening size). There are there-
fore several aspects concerning the stochastic forcing of natu-140

rally ventilated systems that still deserve to be investigated. One
of the most relevant aspect concerns the role of wind stochas-
ticity on ventilated systems characterized by a warm buoyant
layer and forced by an opposing wind. Since these system are
bistable, their dynamics are likely to be highly affected by the145

presence of random fluctuations in the wind forcing [36]. In
addition, it is of practical importance exploring the effects of
wind velocity fluctuations in wide ranges of the parameter space
(e.g., magnitude and time scale of fluctuations, mean wind ve-
locity and mean thermal load, room size, opening size). No-150

tably, it is crucial to identify the conditions for which wind fluc-
tuations have a relevant (and possibly negative) effect and those
for which their effect is mild. This information helps ventila-
tion designers to set parameters that ensure stable and resilient
behaviors, avoiding uncontrolled and unexpected dynamics (or155

at least to quantify the extent of these phenomena).
In this picture, we expand the analysis by [40] and focus on

the effect of wind randomness on the dynamics of the warm-
cold air stratification in a naturally ventilated room. To this
aim, we first present the set of equations describing the dynam-160

ics of the natural ventilation occurring in a single room, with a
localised source of steady buoyancy, and subject to an oppos-
ing wind (Sect. 2). This mathematical model, based on the
conservation of buoyancy and volume in the ventilated room,
is considered as a standard in the current literature. It has165

been thoroughly tested and validated against experiments, in
both steady and unsteady conditions. This model provides the
time-dependent thickness and temperature of the buoyant layer

that may form inside the room. These variables are evaluated
as a function of the strength of the buoyancy source, openings170

geometry, and (possibly time-varying) velocity of the external
wind. We then describe in Sect. 3 the approach adopted for
encompassing random wind-fluctuations in the analysis of ven-
tilation dynamics. This approach is the key novelty of our work.
We first present the technique to obtain time-series of stochas-175

tic wind velocity fluctuations (i.e., random terms added to the
average wind velocity). Then, we discuss in details how these
fluctuations can be embedded in the model for ventilation dy-
namics discussed in Sect. 2. Sect. 4 is devoted to discuss the
numerical techniques adopted to solve the mathematical mod-180

els previously introduced. The results section (Sect. 5) high-
lights how the stochastic forcing affects the dynamics of the
system. Notably, the steady configuration (thickness and tem-
perature of the buoyant layer) attained under a constant wind
the can be much different from the (averaged) dynamical equi-185

librium configuration of the ventilated room attained under a
fluctuating wind (with average velocity equal to the velocity of
the constant wind). The strong impact of stochastic fluctuations
in the wind velocity is demonstrated in the analysis of a real
case study (Sect. 6). Conclusions are finally drawn in Sect. 7.190

2. Naturally ventilated systems: physics and modeling

We consider an emblematic case of naturally ventilated sys-
tem, namely a room of height H and cross-sectional area Ac.
A single point-source of buoyancy B0, located at the floor (Fig.
1), generates a rising thermal plume, with density difference ∆ρ195

compared to the ambient air density ρ. When the rising warm
air reaches the ceiling, it accumulates and a buoyant layer forms
above the colder ambient air. The interface between the cold air
and the warm layer is located at the elevation h above the floor.

In order to model such a system, the following hypotheses –200

commonly adopted in the relevant literature [7, 17] – are intro-
duced: (i) the density differences ∆ρ are assumed to be small,
so that the Boussinesq approximation holds; (ii) the walls of
the room are adiabatic; (iii) ambient air is entrained in the ris-
ing plume according to the classical turbulent plume theory205

[41, 42]; (iv) when the plume reaches the warm buoyant layer,
an instantaneous and perfect mixing takes place; (v) the warm
air of the buoyant layer is always perfectly mixed and has there-
fore a uniform density.

An upward vertical z-axis is defined with the origin on the
floor. Two openings are cut in the two opposite vertical walls,
one close to the ceiling (hereinafter, “top opening”) and one
close to the floor (“bottom opening”), with areas AB and AT (the
subscripts “T” and “B” refer to the top and bottom opening, re-
spectively). The rising plume is characterized by the elevation-
dependent “top-hat” radius r(z), volume flux QP(z), and buoy-
ancy g′(z) (see Fig. 1). According to the self-similar analytical
solutions provided by [41, 42], such quantities read

r(z) =
6α
5

z, QP(z) = CB1/3
0 z5/3, (1)

g′(z) = C−1B2/3
0 z−5/3, (2)
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Figure 1: The naturally ventilated system considered in this study. It consists of
a room with a single point-source of buoyancy that generates an ascending ther-
mal plume (shaded in grey). In case of no (or weak) wind, a stratification takes
place and a warm buoyant layer forms above the cold ambient air. Ventilation
occurs through the top (warm air outlet) and bottom (fresh air inlet) openings.

where g′ = g∆ρ/ρ is referred to as the “reduced gravity” (g is210

the gravitational acceleration), C = (6α/5)(9απ2/10)1/3, with
α ≃ 0.1 a reference value for the turbulent entrainment coeffi-
cient of the thermal plume [41].

The warm buoyant layer induces a pressure difference (at
z = H) equal to ∆pb = ρg′(H − h) (the subscript “b” stands215

for “buoyancy”) that in turn produces a stack effect driving the
room ventilation.

Due to volume conservation within the room, in steady state
conditions, the net flow rate through all opening is zero, namely
QB = −QT . It follows that the flow through each opening de-220

pends on the characteristics of both openings, and the flow (pos-
itive when directed from the inside to the outside of the room)
through the top opening is [7, 17]

QT,b = +A∗[g′(H − h)]1/2, (3)

where

A∗ =

√
2cBABcT AT√
c2

BA2
B + c2

T A2
T

, (4)

is the “effective opening area” [2].
The presence of wind can radically modify this picture, as it

induces a further forcing on the system due to a pressure differ-
ence between the building facades, determined as [40]

∆pw =
1
2
ρ
(
Cpu −Cpl

)
v2, (5)

where v is the wind velocity (subscript w stands for “wind”),225

and Cpl and Cpu are the wind pressure coefficient for the lower
and upper openings, respectively. These wind pressure coef-
ficients depend to a great extent on the location of openings,
building shape, and architectonic details [8]. These coefficients
should therefore be selected with caution.230

The wind can either assist or contrast the natural ventilation
of the room. In the case of an assisting wind (i.e., the top open-
ing is in the downwind wall) the interface elevation of the warm

layer h moves towards a higher level. In the case of an oppos-
ing wind (the top opening is in the upwind wall), the picture is235

more complex. Three flow regimes can be observed [17]:

• in the “stratified forward flow” (regime A in Fig. 2a), the
wind is not strong enough to overcome the stack effect.
Wind reduces the outflow through the top opening, thus
reducing the amount of fresh air that enters from the bot-240

tom opening and inducing h to move towards a lower level;

• in the “stratified reverse flow” (regime B in Fig. 2b), the
wind overcomes the stack effect and the flow through the
top opening is reversed. Ambient air intrudes from the top
opening in the warm buoyant layer, the flow through the245

bottom opening is from inside to outside, and no fresh air
enters to ventilate the room. However, the warm buoyant
layer is preserved, even thought h moves towards progres-
sively lower levels. Regime B cannot persist over time. If
wind reduces, the system goes back to regime A. If wind250

persists, h reaches the floor and regime C arises.

• in the “mixed reverse flow” (regime C in Fig. 2c), fresh
ambient air is driven by the wind through the top opening
and mixes perfectly with the warm air from the buoyancy
source. The flow through the bottom opening is from in-255

side to outside. No warm buoyant layer exists and h = 0.

In order to model the transient dynamics of a ventilated room
in the case of an opposing wind, a set of two coupled equations
(that express the conservation of buoyancy and volume) is re-
quired. A different set of equations is adopted to model the
dynamics of the regimes A,B and C. The choice of the appro-
priate set is based on the parameter [17]

P = [g′(H − h)] − ∆pw/ρ (6)

that quantifies the strength of the buoyancy forces (stack effect)
over the wind forces.

When P > 0, buoyancy dominates over wind. The flow
at the top opening is from inside to outside and reads QT =

+A∗
{
[g′(H − h) − ∆pw/ρ]1/2

}
. In the buoyant layer, a flux of

volume (QP) and buoyancy (g′PQP) is provided by the plume
and an outlet of flow (QT ) and buoyancy (g′QT ) occurs through
the top opening. In this case, conservation of volume and buoy-
ancy read [17]{

Ac
d
dt (H − h) = QP − QT ,

Ac
d
dt [g

′(H − h)] = g′PQP − g′QT .
(7)

The top line in Eqs. (7) models the conservation of volume in
the buoyant layer. If the flow rate entering from the plume (QP)260

is different from that leaving from the top opening (QT ), then a
change of the thickness of the buoyant layer (H−h) takes place.
The bottom line in Eqs. (7) states the conservation of buoyancy
in the buoyant layer: a variation of buoyancy (g′[(H−h]) occurs
if the buoyancy flux provided by the plume (g′PQP) is different265

from that leaving from the top opening (g′QT ).
When P < 0, wind dominates over buoyancy, the flow at

the top opening is from outside to inside and reads QT =
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Figure 2: The tree possible regimes that form when the top opening is in the upwind wall and wind contrasts the buoyancy-induced natural ventilation: regimeA,
“stratified forward flow” (a); regime B, “stratified reverse flow” (b); regime C, “mixed reverse flow” (c). Wind direction is from right to left.

−A∗
{
[∆pw/ρ − g′(H − h)]1/2

}
. In the buoyant layer, a flux of

volume and buoyancy is still provided by the plume. At the
top opening, the buoyant layer receive a volume flux QT from
outside. This income of fresh air does not however imply a
buoyancy flux, since fresh air coming from the outside has zero
buoyancy (i.e. g′ = 0). In case that the warm buoyant layer
is preserved (regime B), conservation of volume and buoyancy
read then [17]{

Ac
d
dt (H − h) = QP − QT ,

Ac
d
dt [g

′(H − h)] = g′PQP + g′QT = g′PQP + 0 · QT = g′PQP.
(8)

It should be noted that Eqs. (8) describe a progressive incre-
ment of the buoyant layer thickness and a progressive decrease
of its reduced gravity.

In case of perfectly mixed reverse flows (the warm buoyant
layer is not preserved, regime C) , the buoyancy (B0) is provided
by the point source. Such buoyancy instantaneously mixes in
the whole inner space of the room. The wind overwhelms buoy-
ancy forces and induces a volume flux entering from the top
opening (QT ). This same flow leaves the room from the bottom
opening (QB). This wind-induced flow provides the room ven-
tilation, removing buoyancy from the inner space of the room.
In this case, the system dynamics are modelled as [17]{

h = dh/dt = 0,
Ac

d
dt [g

′(H − h)] = B0 − g′QB = B0 − g′QT .
(9)

The first equation states that – in the flow regime C – the strat-270

ified flow cannot take place. The second equation in the system
(9) states that buoyancy (g′[H − h]) variations are driven by
the difference between the buoyancy flux provided by the point
source B0 and the buoyancy flux g′QB that leaves the room from
the bottom opening. In turn, mass conservation implies that275

QB = QT and thus g′QB=g′QT .
Summing up, equation sets (7)-(9) can be used to model the

dynamics of the elevation interface h and of the buoyant layer
reduced gravity g′, possibly with unsteady strength of buoyancy
and unsteady wind velocity.280

We stress that these models are based on the assumption that
the buoyant layer is fully mixed, a condition that could be ver-
ified experimentally in previous works (e.g. [17]). Therefore,
the considered equations do not take into account the secondary
stratification that might arise within the buoyant layer, associ-285

ated to a finite value of the density gradient. For this reason, we

neglect here the role of an intrinsic frequency of oscillation of
the buoyant layer [i.e., the Brunt–Väisälä frequency, 43]. The
inclusion of the intrinsic response to oscillations might instead
be important in systems where a continuous stratification takes290

place within the room (e.g., rooms with a distributed buoyancy
source) [2].

To make the previous systems of equations dimensionless, it
is customary [17, 18] to scale: (i) the lengths, with the room
height H; (ii) the reduced gravities, with the reduced gravity of
the plume at z = H, namely g′H = C−1B2/3

0 H−5/3; and (iii) the
times, with the so called “filling box time” [17]

TB f =
AcH

CB1/3
0 H5/3

=
Ac

CB1/3
0 H2/3

. (10)

According to Eq. (1), the maximum flow rate of the plume
(occurring when the plume reaches the ceiling) is QP,max =

CB2/3
0 H5/3. The “filling box time” is thus the time required

to fill a box of volume AcH with a flow rate QP,max. The ap-
plication of the aforementioned scaling to Eqs. (7-9) gives the
dimensionless model (hat marks dimensionless dynamical vari-
ables) [17]

−
dĥ
dt̂
=


ĥ5/3 − |VP̂|1/2 (a)
ĥ5/3 + |VP̂|1/2 (b)
0 (c)

(11)

and

d
dt̂

[ĝ(1 − ĥ)] =


1 − |VP̂|1/2ĝ (a)
1 (b)
1 − |VP̂|1/2ĝ (c)

, (12)

where

V =
(

A∗

C3/2H2

)2

, (13)

is the so-called “vent parameter”. Recalling that: (i) the maxi-
mum flow rate through the opening induced by the stack effect
is QT,b,max = +A∗[g′H]1/2 and (ii) the maximum flow rate of295

the plume (occurring at z = H) is QP,max = CB2/3
0 H5/3, it fol-

lows that V is the squared ratio QT,b,max/QP,max. Physically, it
represents the rate at which warm air is expelled from the room
through the top opening, compared to the flow rate of the warm
(plume) air source. High values of V denote rooms with wide300

openings (or a weak buoyancy source), that can easily exchange
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buoyant fluid with the external environment. In these condi-
tions, a very warm and thick buoyant layers will hardly form.
Conversely, low V values correspond to rooms with small open-
ings (or a strong buoyancy source), that hardly exchange air305

with the external ambient. In these conditions, it is likely that a
warm and thick buoyant layer will occur.

In Eqs. (11-12), the letters (a)− (c) refer to the three regimes
A−C depicted in Fig. 2. In order to determine when a specific
regime holds, we evaluate the dimensionless version of Eq. (6),
namely

P̂ = B̂ −W, (14)

where B̂ = ĝ(1 − ĝ) represents the (dimensionless) buoyancy of
the warm layer and

W =
∆p/ρ
g′H H

(15)

is the “wind parameter”. It quantifies the strength of the wind,
compared to the strength of the stack effect. Since the maxi-
mum wind-induced flow rate through the openings is QT,w,max =310

A∗[∆pw/ρ]1/2, W is the ratio QT,w,max/QT,b,max. High values of
W correspond to a strong wind (or a weak buoyancy source)
that can easily cause reverse flow conditions, while low W val-
ues denote a weak wind (or a strong buoyancy source) so that
reversal of flow conditions is unlikely.315

When P > 0 the buoyancy prevails over wind and regime A
(stratified forward flow) occurs. When P < 0, one of the two
reverse-flow regimes can take place. Notably, regime B occurs
when the warm buoyant layer still exists (mathematically, when
ĥ > 0), while regime C takes place when the cold-warm layer320

interface reaches the room floor (i.e., ĥ = 0).
In order to focus on the steady state behaviour of a naturally

ventilated room, the condition d/dt̂ = 0 is set in the systems
(11-12). For regimeA, one obtains

ĝ0 = ĥ−5/3
0 , V =

ĥ10/3
0

[ĥ−5/3
0 (1 − ĥ0) −W]

. (16)

The solution for these equations exists and is unique for all val-
ues of W (see continuous line in Fig. 3). For regime B, no
steady state solution exists. Finally, for regime C, the solutions
are the roots of the cubic

ĝ3
0 −Wĝ2

0 + V−1, (17)

where (two) real roots exist only when W3V > 27/4.
The analysis of the stability of these steady solutions (equi-

librium configurations) [7], shows that the value W3V = 27/4
is a bifurcation point (see Fig. 3). When W3V < 27/4, only325

regime A is possible. When the wind is sufficiently weak,
a stratified forward flow (and a buoyant layer) always takes
place, independently from the initial conditions. Differently,
when W3V > 27/4 two stable configurations are possible. One
configuration is regime A. The other configuration is regime330

C. The corresponding attraction basins are separated by the
boundary identified by the second (unstable) solution related to
regime C. In this case, the initial conditions determine whether
a stratified forward flow (regime A) or a mixed reverse flow
(regime C) will develop.335

Figure 3: Steady state solutions of the system (11-12). Panel (a) shows ĥ0 and
panel (b) reports ĝ0. The continuous line corresponds to the solution found for
regime A; this solution is unique and exists for all values of W. For regime
B, no solution exists. The dashed lines refer to the (real) solutions found for
regime C. They exist only for W3 > 27/4 and one of them is stable (black line)
while the other is unstable (grey line). In panel (a), black and gray dashed lines
overlap at ĥ0 = 0. The charts refer to V = 1.
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Table 1: Parameters a and b provided by [44] and corresponding relaxation
time τwv and standard deviation σwv used in the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process
described by Eq. (20). The values v0,min and v0,max delimit the range of mean
wind velocity within which the parameters are valid.

a b τwv σwv v0,min v0,max
(s) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s)

-0.1619 0.2878 6 0.51 4.00 8.00
-0.0855 0.1700 12 0.41 8.00 9.40
-0.0314 0.2573 32 1.03 9.40 10.20
-0.1049 0.3137 10 0.68 10.20 10.70
-0.0459 0.5118 22 1.69 10.70 11.20
-0.0196 0.2901 51 1.47 11.20 12.00
-0.0683 0.4051 15 1.10 12.00 12.80
-0.0957 0.3008 10 0.69 12.80 25.00

3. Random wind velocity fluctuations

In accordance to the approach usually adopted for studying
turbulent flows, the wind velocity can be expressed as

v(t) = v0 + v′(t), (18)

where v0 is the mean velocity and v′(t) is the time-dependent
fluctuation around v0. As customary in wind engineering, we
model such fluctuation as an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck stochastic
process [45, 46]. It is a stationary colored Gaussian–Markov340

process with the following characteristics: (i) the probability
density function of the realizations v′(t) is a Gaussian distri-
bution with zero mean and standard deviation σwv (the sub-
script “wv” stands for “wind velocity”); (ii) the stochastic
process is exponentially autocorrelated as ⟨v′(t)v′(t + τ)⟩ =345

σwv exp[−τ/τwv], where ⟨·⟩ denotes the ensemble average oper-
ator and τwv is the autocorrelation (or relaxation) time; and (iii)
the process is stationary, namelyσwv and τwv do not change over
time. In addition, the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process has a num-
ber of attracting analytical properties. Notably, it is possible350

to change the intensity of fluctuations and their (linear) tem-
poral memory by acting on only two parameters, the standard
deviation σwv and the timescale τwv. The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
process is adopted to model velocity fluctuations in wind en-
gineering applications for two main reasons. The first reason355

is the capability of providing wind time series that are realistic
(in terms of statistical properties) [34, 32, 47]. The second rea-
son is that it is possible to obtain time-series that span over a
wide range of time scales, from seconds up to hours and days
[48, 44, 49, 50].360

Fluctuation can then be modelled as [51]

dv′(t) = av′(t)dt + bdΩ(t), (19)

where Ω(t) is a standard Brownian motion, a = −τ−1
wv, and

b = cwv
1/2, where cwv = 2σ2

wv/τwv. The standard Brownian
motion (or Wiener Process) Ω(t) is a martingale (i.e., a contin-
uous sequence of random variables) whose key characteristics

are: (i) a mean value equal to zero; (ii) time increments of the365

sequence normally distributed; and (iii) time increments inde-
pendent one from the others. An analogy in discrete sequences
of numbers is the succession of random extractions from a zero-
mean normal distribution. The term b in Eq. (19) is often called
“diffusion constant” and indicates how large the deviation from370

the zero mean is: the greater the wind velocity standard devi-
ation, the greater is the diffusion constant. Finally, the term a
is called “speed of the mean reversion” and indicates how fast
the variable tends to go back to the mean value. Therefore, the
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process consists of two components. The375

first component is the stochastic term bdΩ(t), which induces
random and independent fluctuations. The second component
is the deterministic term av′(t)dt that promotes the damping of
such fluctuations and the decay to the mean value (equal to
zero). Tab. 3 reports realistic values of the parameters a and380

b provided by [44] and the corresponding relaxation time τwv

and standard deviation σwv.
For fixed values of σwv and τwv, a realization of the velocity

fluctuations time series, v′(t), can be obtained by the so-called
“exact update formula” [51] as

v′(t + ∆t) = v′(t) · ζ + σwv ·

√
1 − ζ2 · n, (20)

where n is a random number from a zero-mean unit-variance
Gaussian distribution, ∆t is the time-step of the process, and
ζ = exp [−∆t/τwv]. The time series of the stochastic velocity
fluctuations v′(t) are here used to generate the time series of
the wind parameter W(t). To this aim, Eqs. (2) and (5) are
first introduced in Eq. (15). Algebraic manipulations are then
performed to isolate v(t) from W(t), obtaining

W(t) = χv2(t), where χ =

(
Cpu −Cpl

)
2C−1B̃2/3

0 H̃−2/3
. (21)

If v(t) = v0 is constant, the wind parameter is also constant
and equal to W(t) = W0 = χv2

0. It follows that χ = W0/v2
0 and

then, in the general case of variable wind velocity,

W(t) = χv2(t) =
W0

v2
0

v2(t) = W0

[
v0 + v′(t)

v0

]2

= W0

[
1 +

v′(t)
v0

]2

.

(22)
Eq. (22) highlights the two key ingredients of the time-series

W(t). The first ingredient (the base value around which fluctu-
ations take place) is quantified by the mean value of the wind385

parameter W0. The second ingredient (the fluctuations) is quan-
tified by the factor (1 + v′(t)/v0)2. This term shows that the
magnitude of wind velocity fluctuations alone is not a key fac-
tor: fluctuations magnitude has to be referred to the mean value
of the velocity, v0. It is therefore more convenient to focus on390

the coefficient of variation of the wind velocity, CV,wv = σwv/v0,
rather than on the standard deviation of the wind velocity. It
should be finally noted that the temporal scaling can be imple-
mented by dividing t and τwv by the timescale T̃B f . In this way,
we obtain the dimensionless time t̂ and relaxation time τ̂wv.395
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4. Numerical procedure

In order to investigate the effect of stochastic wind veloc-
ity fluctuations on the ventilation dynamics of a room – i.e.,
on the time-series of the buoyant layer interface elevation ĥ(t̂)
and reduced gravity ĝ(t̂) – we have performed several numerical400

simulations, each of them consisting of two steps.
Firstly, we have set the room parameter (i.e., the vent param-

eter V) and wind characteristics (mean wind W0 and fluctua-
tion properties τ̂wv and CV,wv), adopting typical literature values
and real-world data. Then, the time-series of the wind veloc-405

ity fluctuations has been simulated according to Eq. (20). We
have set v′(t = 0) = 0 [a standard choice in the simulation of
fluctuations, 36] and σwv = CV,wvv0. The mean velocity was
arbitrarily set at the value v0=1 m/s. Note that this choice does
not affect the results because the velocity time series v(t) is nor-410

malized with the mean velocity v0 (see Eq. (22)). Finally, we
have set ∆t = τwv/50, in order to have a temporal resolution of
the simulated time series much finer than the relaxation time of
the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. For some cases, we have also
tested smaller values of ∆t, but the results were (statistically)415

identical. In order to obtain the series of random numbers ni,
i = 1, ...,N (N is the total number of considered time steps of
the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process) required for the generation of
the stochastic term of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, a stan-
dard Matlab routine (randn) based on the Ziggurat algorithm420

[52] was used. It should be noted that the same series of ran-
dom numbers ni was adopted in each simulation (performed
with different values of V , W0, τ̂wv, and CV,wv) in order to keep
the results comparable. Different sets of random numbers were
later tested, confirming the picture reported here. The duration425

of the simulations was set equal to 4000τwv, so that ĥ(t̂) and
ĝ(t̂) could always reach a statistical steady state. It should be
finally noted that Eq. (20) is an exact update formula. As a
result, no numerical approximations are involved in the evalua-
tion of the velocity fluctuation terms v′(t+∆t) starting from v′(t).430

The corresponding time-series of the wind parameter W(t) was
computed according to Eq. (22). Finally, the time series W(t)
was mapped from the dimensional time domain t to the dimen-
sionless time domain t̂, obtaining the time series of the wind
parameter W(t̂).435

As a second step, Eqs. (11-12) were forced with W(t̂). This
was done replacing the constant parameter P̂ with the time-
dependent parameter (see Eq. (14)) P̂(t̂) = B̂ −W(t̂). To facili-
tate the solution of Eqs. (11-12), the term ĝ(1− ĥ) was replaced
by the new variable G = ĝ(1 − ĥ), so that ĝ = G/(1 − ĥ). Eqs.
(11-12) could be then written as

−
dĥ
dt̂
=


ĥ5/3 − |VP̂(t̂)|1/2 (a)
ĥ5/3 + |VP̂(t̂)|1/2 (b)
0 (c)

(23)

and

dG
dt̂
=


1 − |VP̂(t̂)|1/2G(1 − ĥ)−1 (a)
1 (b)
1 − |VP̂(t̂)|1/2G(1 − ĥ)−1 (c)

, (24)

In a more compact notation, the equations read

dX
dt̂
=

{
f1(X1, X2,V, P̂(t̂))
f2(X1, X2,V, P̂(t̂))

, (25)

where X = {X1, X2} = {ĥ,G}, f1 is one of the functions reported
in Eqs. (23), and f2 is one of the functions reported in Eqs. (24).
For each time step of the simulation, the selection of the actual
functions f1 and f2 is based on the value taken by the parameter
P̂(t̂) and by the value of ĥ = X1 at the beginning of the time step.440

In particular, Eqs. (23a) and (24a) are selected when P̂(t̂) > 0;
Eqs. (23b) and (24b) are considered when P̂(t̂) < 0 and ĥ > 0;
Eqs. (23c) and (24c) are selected when P̂(t̂) < 0 and ĥ = 0.

The initial conditions are ĥ(t̂ = 0)=ĥ0 and G0 = G(t̂ =
0)=ĝ0(1 − ĥ0). The values ĥ0 and ĝ0 correspond to the equi-445

librium configuration obtained from Eq. (16) (regime A) or
Eq. (17) (regime C) with W = W0.

The numerical integration of Eq. (25) implies no partic-
ular difficulties, and can be easily performed using commer-
cially available solvers for ordinary differential equations. In450

particular, the formulation of Eq. (25) can be given as input
without modifications to the built-in Matlab routine “ode45”
(adopted in our calculations). This routine implements an ex-
plicit Runge-Kutta method, using the Dormand-Prince pair ap-
proach [53]. We have tested the aforementioned numerical pro-455

cedure by comparing the results obtained with our scripts with
published results [17] in the case of deterministic conditions,
without observing any discrepancy. Finally, the time series ĝ(t̂)
could be obtained from the time series G(t̂) and ĥ(t̂) with the
simple algebraic relation ĝ(t̂)=G(t̂)/ĥ(t̂).460

5. Results

5.1. Zero-mean wind fluctuations alter the average elevation of
the cold-warm air interface

To investigate the influence of the stochastic forcing on the
system dynamics, we begin by examining few emblematic ex-465

amples. In order to enlighten the main peculiarities of the
stochastic forcing case – compared to the constant wind case
– we evaluated the metrics η(t̂) = ĥ(t̂)/ĥ0 and γ(t) = ĝ(t)/ĝ0.
ĥ0 and ĝ0 refer to regime A, so that η(t̂) and γ(t̂) quantify the
deviation of the system forced by a stochastically varying wind470

from the same system with a constant wind and where a strati-
fied forward flow (regimeA) takes place. The values η = γ = 1
indicate that no modification occurs, whereas η < 1 and γ < 1
indicate that the buoyant layer interface and the reduced gravity
are lower than those in the constant wind case. Note that the475

values η > 1 and γ > 1 never occurred in the simulations.
Fig. 4 shows a few time series of η and γ evaluated for V = 1,

CV,wv = 0.1, τwv = 0.005, and mean wind parameters W0 = 1,
1.5, 2 (a systematic analysis of of the model response in the
parameter space will be provided in Secs. 5.2 and 5.3).480

We focus first on the time series obtained adopting the initial
conditions ĥ(t̂ = 0) = ĥ0 and ĝ(t̂ = 0) = ĝ0 evaluated from
Eq. (16). Namely, at t̂ = 0, the system is in an equilibrium
configuration with a stratified forward flow (regime A). The
corresponding curves η(t̂) and γ(t̂) are plotted in Fig. 4 with485
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thick continuous lines. For all the three considered cases (W0 =

1, 1.5, 2), we observe a similar temporal pattern: (i) at t̂ = 0 the
system is at the equilibrium conditions found at the steady state,
namely η(t̂)=γ(t̂)=1; (ii) over the time interval 0 < t̂ ≲ 2, η and
γ reduce significantly; and (iii) for t̂ ≳ 2 the system recovers490

a new condition of dynamic equilibrium around which η(t̂) and
γ(t̂) oscillate, in response to the persistent random forcing. The
larger is W0, the larger are the deviations of η and γ from unity
and the larger are the amplitude of the fluctuations of η (during
the dynamic equilibrium phase). Fluctuations of γ are instead495

less sensitive to variations of W0.
For the case W0 = 2, which is beyond the bifurcation thresh-

old W3
0/V > 27/4, we also tested the two initial conditions

ĥ(t̂ = 0) = ĥ0 and ĝ(t̂ = 0) = ĝ0 evaluated from Eq. (17) (i.e., at
t̂ = 0, the system is in an equilibrium configuration character-500

ized by the mixed reverse flow of regime C). The two initial
conditions (equilibrium configurations) have the same initial
value ĥ0 = 0, but different values of ĝ0. The case correspond-
ing to the unstable equilibrium configuration (red dashed line
in Fig. 4) exhibits a transient phase which drives the system to505

the same conditions of dynamic equilibrium attained when the
initial condition is evaluated from Eq. (16) (stratified forward
flow, see the red continuous line in Fig. 4). The case with an
initial condition equal to the stable equilibrium configuration
(red dotted line in Fig. 4) is almost insensitive to wind fluctua-510

tions: η(t̂) remains constant at the value η(t̂) = 0 (mixed reverse
flow) and γ(t̂) exhibits small fluctuations.

The emblematic examples previously discussed highlight a
major feature. A stochastic perturbation (with zero mean)
added to a constant wind does not just induce fluctuations with515

zero mean around the system steady-configuration of equilib-
rium attained with constant wind. As a matter of facts, the
stochastic noise alters the averaged behaviour of the system
(compared to the system constant-wind-configuration), induc-
ing a reduction in the interface elevation and reduced gravity of520

the buoyant layer.
In order to explain the physical reasons of this peculiar be-

haviour, we consider the response of a ventilated room in which
the wind parameter W(t) evolves as a periodic square wave (see
top panel in Fig. 5), switching above and below the mean value525

W0 of the same amount ∆W and keeping the values W0 + ∆W
or W0 − ∆W for the same time interval.

We assume that the system is initially in an equilibrium con-
figuration of stratified forward flow (regime A) and submitted
to a constant wind (time interval TI1 in Fig. 5). The dimen-530

sionless buoyancy B̂ is larger than the wind parameter W (see
Eq. 14), wind forces are overcome by the internal buoyancy,
and the flow through the top opening is QT > 0 (i.e., flow of
warm air and buoyancy out of the room, see Fig. 5a).

The condition of equilibrium (given by Eq. 16) implies that535

ĥ10/3
0 = V[ĝ0(1−ĥ0)−W] = V[B̂0−W]. If equilibrium conditions

are broken (because of changes in W), the system tends toward
a new equilibrium. In the case of an increment of W, wind con-
trasts more the ejection of warm air from the top opening and
the new equilibrium configuration is characterized by lower val-540

ues of ĥ0 and ĝ0. Differently, in the case of a reduction of W, the

ejection of warm air from the top opening is less contrasted by
the wind, and the new equilibrium configuration exhibits higher
values of ĥ0 and ĝ0.

Bearing in mind these possible system responses, we observe545

that an increment of the wind parameter occurs at the beginning
of TI2, changing W(t) instantaneously W0 to W0 + ∆W (see top
panel in Fig. 5). An imbalance between wind and buoyancy
arises, and therefore the system tends toward a new configu-
ration of equilibrium characterized by an increased thickness550

of the warm layer (H − h). As a result, a strong reduction of
h takes place (see the arrow “A” in Fig. 5b). In this case the
wind parameter W is larger than the dimensionless buoyancy B̂
and, according to Eq. (14), cold air enters from the top open-
ing (QT < 0, see Fig. 5b), reducing g′. Summing up, at the555

end of TI2, the increment of the wind strength has caused a se-
vere reduction of h and g′, compared to the initial equilibrium
conditions (see Fig. 5b).

We now examine the response of the system to the reduc-
tion of the wind parameter (from W0 + ∆W to W0 − ∆W) that560

occurs during TI3 (see top panel in Fig. 5). The imbalance
between wind and buoyancy is now in favor of the latter. The
new equilibrium configuration towards which the system tends
is characterized by a reduced thickness of the warm layer. As a
result, a modest increment of h takes place (see the arrow “B”565

in Fig. 5c). A stratified forward flow regime holds, warm air
and buoyancy leave the room from the top opening (QT > 0,
see Fig. 5c), and g′ increases. Differently to what can be ob-
served in TI2 (when the buoyant layer thickness underwent a
strong increment), during TI3 the reduction of the buoyant layer570

thickness is very limited. The reason behind this behaviour is
that during TI2 the cold air entering from the top opening re-
duced g′ to a great extent. By contrast, the warm air provided
by the plume to the buoyant layer during TI3 is poorly effec-
tive in increasing g′. This difference of behaviour during TI2575

and TI3 implies that the increase in thickness of the warm layer
during TI2 is not fully recovered during TI3. Summing up, at
the end of TI3, g′ has undergone a modest increment and also h
has increased, but they have not reached the initial equilibrium
conditions (see the arrow “B” in Fig. 5c). It follows that the in-580

terval pair TI2-TI3 leads to a decreasing trend of h and g′. This
interplay between increasing/decreasing phases of W is the key
to understand the decreasing trend of η and γ observed in Fig.
4, for t̂ ≲ 2.

We now explain how a ventilated system finally reaches the585

dynamic equilibrium regime observed after the initial transient
(i.e., for t̂ ≳ 2 in Fig. 4). To do this, we repeat the analysis
performed so far for TI1 (W(t) = W0), TI2 (W(t) increases to
W0 +∆W) and TI3 (W(t) reduces to W0 −∆W), but focusing on
the dynamic equilibrium phase (TI4-TI6 in Fig. 5d).590

TI4 represents a condition of dynamic equilibrium, and its
main characteristics are: (i) the reduced gravity g′ of the buoy-
ant layer is significantly lower than g′ at the top of the plume
(see the different tones of gray in Fig. 5d); and (ii) the inter-
face elevation h of the buoyant layer is significantly lower than595

the interface elevation attained during TI1 (see in Fig. 5d the
dotted line representing the equilibrium configuration with con-
stant wind).
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Figure 4: Time series of η (a) and γ (b) for different values of the mean wind parameter (W0 = 1, 1.5, 2). The other parameters are V = 1, CV,wv = 0.1 and
τwv = 0.005. Thick continuous lines refer to initial conditions equal to the equilibrium configuration of regime A and evaluated from Eq. (16). Dashed and dotted
lines refer to initial conditions equal to the stable and unstable equilibrium configuration of regime C, respectively, and evaluated from Eq. (17).

Figure 5: Schematic explanation of the physical mechanism underpinning the alteration of the average elevation of the cold-warm air interface. For simplicity,
W(t) is supposed to evolve as a square wave, as depicted in the top panel. Each plot represents a time interval (see the indication “TI” in the lower right corner
and the corresponding position in the top panel). In each plot, the shaded zone denotes the system at the end of the time interval, dashed lines denote the system at
the begin of the time interval, and dotted lines denote the system at equilibrium (i.e., when W(t) = W0). Vertical arrows indicate the direction of displacement of
the buoyant layer interface during the considered time interval. Different grey intensities of the plume and of the buoyant layer denote different values of reduced
gravity: white is the lowest (equal to zero, outside), black is the highest (at the point source of buoyancy); intermediate tones of gray stand for intermediate values
of reduced gravity.
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TI5 and TI6 exhibit dynamics very similar to TI2 and TI3.
During TI5 (W rises from W0 −∆W to W0 +∆W): (i) the thick-600

ness of the warm layer (H − h) increases (see the arrow “C”
in Fig. 5e); (ii) cold air enters from the top opening (see Fig.
5e); and (iii) the the reduced gravity g′ reduces. During TI6 (W
reduces from W0 + ∆W to W0 − ∆W): (i) the buoyancy and the
thickness of the warm layer reduce (see the arrow “D” in Fig.605

5 f ); (ii) warm air and buoyancy leave the room from the top
opening (see Fig. 5 f ); and (iii) g′ increases.

We can however observe a key difference between the dy-
namics occurring during TI2 and TI3 and those occurring dur-
ing TI5 and TI6. The reduction of g′ during TI5 is much lower610

than that occurring during TI2, even though the system under-
goes the same wind alteration that lasts for the same duration.
The reason underpinning this behaviour lies on the reduced
gravity difference ∆g′a between the warm buoyant layer and the
cold ambient air. During TI2, ∆g′a was high. This implies that615

the inflow of a volume Va of cold air reduced to a significant
extent g′ in the buoyant layer. During TI5, ∆g′a is much lower
than during TI2. As a result, the inflow of the same volume Va

of cold air reduces to a lower extent g′.
Similarly, the increment of g′ occurring during TI6 is much620

higher than its increment during TI3. Again, the motivation of
this behaviour is related to the reduced gravity difference ∆g′P
between the buoyant layer and the plume. During TI3, ∆g′P was
low, and the inflow of a volume VP of warm air from the plume
altered to a modest extent the reduced gravity. During TI6, ∆g′P625

is much higher than ∆g′P attained during TI3. As a result, the
inflow of the same volume VP of warm air increases to a much
higher extent the reduced gravity g′ in the buoyant layer.

Summing up: (i) at the end of TI5, h and g′ decreased com-
pared to their value at the beginning of the time interval (see630

Fig. 5e). Notably, the reduction of g′ during TI5 is lower than
that attained during TI2 (compare arrows “A” and “C” in Figs.
5b and 5e); and (ii) at the end of TI6, both g′ and h increased,
reaching the conditions met at the end of TI4 (see Fig. 5 f ).
Importantly, the increment of g′ during TI6 is higher than that635

attained during TI3 (compare arrows “B” and “D” in Figs. 5c
and 5 f ). This means that the system has finally reached a dy-
namical equilibrium, with h and g′ oscillating around constant
average values.

5.2. Effect of noise parameters640

In order to analyse the role of the wind forcing (W0, CV,wv

and τ̂wv) and building (V) characteristics, we define the average
interface elevation ηeq and reduced gravity γeq attained during
the dynamical equilibrium phase as

ηeq =
1

T f in − Teq

∫ T f in

Teq

η(t)dt γeq =
1

T f in − Teq

∫ T f in

Teq

γ(t)dt,

(26)
where Teq and T f in delimit the temporal range of the dynamical
equilibrium phase.

Figs. 6a − b illustrate the influence of the coefficient of vari-
ation CV,wv and of the correlation time τ̂wv on ηeq and γeq The
coefficient of variation CV,wv spans from 0.05 to 0.15, coher-645

ently with real data reported in Tab. 3 that show coefficient of

variation in the range [0.0275, 0.158]. We did not considered
values of CV,wv below 0.05 because preliminary tests indicated
that the noise-induced effect was negligible. The dimensionless
correlation time τ̂wv falls in the range [0.01, 0.10] according to650

real data (reported in Tab. 3) that show correlation times in the
range [6, 51] s. These dimensional values of correlation time
are to be made dimensionless with the filling box time TB f . For
such parameter, typical values are of the order of 500 s (see
Sect. 6). Figure 6 shows four key features. Firstly, equilibrium655

configurations obtained with a constant W(t) = W0 and (dy-
namic) equilibrium configurations obtained with a fluctuating
W(t) can be very different. These differences are relevant in a
wide portion of the parameter space {CV,wv, τ̂wv}. The minimum
value of γeq is 0.65 while the minimum value of ηeq is 0.35.660

This means that, compared to the case with a constant wind,
wind fluctuations can reduce by 1/3 the buoyant layer interface
height and by 2/3 the reduced gravity.

Secondly, the role of the coefficient of variation of the wind
velocity, CV,wv, is very high, both on γeq and ηeq. For low val-665

ues of CV,wv, γeq and ηeq approach unity, whereas they reduce
significantly for higher values.

Thirdly, the role of the correlation time of the wind velocity,
τ̂wv, is generally low; it is more impacting on ηeq rather than
on γeq and is more relevant when higher values of CV,wv are670

considered. It is interesting to discuss the different effect of
CV,wv and τ̂wv in causing deviations of ηequ and γequ from unity.
High values of CV,wv are related to a high deviation of W(t) from
W0 (i.e., high values of ∆W as defined in the previous section).
High values of τ̂wv are instead related to a long duration of the675

deviation of W(t) from W0 (i.e., long time intervals as defined
in the previous section). We have previously shown that CV,wv

is more impacting than τ̂wv. This suggest that the duration of
the time interval during which W(t) deviates from W0 is less
impacting than the magnitude of the deviation ∆W=W(t) −W0.680

Fourthly, the influence of the wind parameter can be very rel-
evant. Systems characterised by a low intensity of mean wind
are hardly affected by its fluctuations. Indeed, the black curves
in Fig. 6 (corresponding to W0 = 1) show that ηeq and γeq

are very close to unity. By contrast, red curves (that refer to a685

stronger wind, i.e. W0 = 2) exhibit larger deviations from unity.

5.3. Influence of the ventilation parameter and mean wind in-
tensity

Fig. 7 shows the influence of the ventilation parameter V and
wind parameter W0 on γeq (Fig. 7a with corresponding zoom in690

Fig. 7c) and ηeq (Figs. 7b − d). For each pair {V,W0}, we sim-
ulated all combinations of CV,wv×τ̂wv in the ranges [0.05, 0.10,
0.15]×[0.01, 0.05, 0.1]. Among the nine values of γeq and ηeq

obtained for these simulations, we report in the maps the min-
imum values obtained, which always occurred for CV,wv=0.15695

and τ̂wv=0.1.
Inspection of Fig. 7 reveals the existence of three zones.

The first zone (denoted in yellow) is characterized by values
ηeq ∼ 1 and γeq ∼ 1 and corresponds to low values of V and/or
low values of W0. A low value of W0 means that wind is very700

weak, whereas a low value of V (see Eq. 13) entails buoyancy-
dominated dynamics, either because the buoyancy source is
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Figure 6: Effect of the noise parameters CV,wv on the average interface elevation ηeq (a) and average reduced gravity γeq (b). The dimensionless correlation time τ̂wv
was varied from 0.05 (highest curves for a given W) to 0.15 (lower curve). Shaded areas refer to values of τ̂wv between these two boundaries. The venting parameter
is V = 1.

Figure 7: Effect of the venting parameter V and mean wind W0 on ηeq (a) and γeq (b). The figure reports the largest attained deviations of ηeq and γeq from unity.
CV,wv and τ̂wv spanned ranges [0.05-0.15] and [0.01-0.1], respectively. Red rectangles delimit the zoomed view reported in panels (c) and (d). The gray curves are
iso-lines of the “overshoot” (ĥ0 − ĥmin]) as defined in [17].
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very strong or because openings are very small. In both cases,
the effect of wind (and thus wind fluctuations) is almost negli-
gible.705

This picture is completely reversed in the second zone (de-
noted in blue in Fig. 7), corresponding to high values of both
V and W0, where ηeq ∼ 0 and γeq ∼ 0, witnessing the relevant
influence of wind on the system dynamics. In this region of the
space parameters, the “mixed reverse flow” (regime C) usually710

occurs. As shown in Sec. 5.1 (see also the dotted red curves in
Fig. 4), wind fluctuations are not very relevant and the buoyant
layer does not exist.

The third, intermediate zone (colors from yellow to blue),
is characterized by values of ηeq and γeq in the interval [0,1].715

In this zone, a balance between wind-induced and buoyancy-
induced forces exists, providing the ideal conditions to trigger
the rich dynamical behaviour depicted in the previous sections.
Note that significant deviation of ηeq and γeq from unity are
possible in a wide range of the V and W0 parameters. Notably,720

ηeq exhibits deviations from unity for all the considered values
of V , spanning in the range [10−7, 102]). Beside, γeq shows
deviations from unity in a narrower range of V (compared to
ηeq), i.e., V ≳ 10−4.

To conclude this section, we discuss our results in the light725

of the overshoot analysis performed by [17]. They studied the
(deterministic) transient dynamics of the interface elevation ĥ(t)
in regime A, from the condition ĥ(t̂ = 0) = 1 (i.e., a buoyant
layer confined at the ceiling of the room) to the equilibrium
condition ĥ(t̂ → ∞) = ĥ0. [17] found that the path leading to730

the equilibrium exhibits – in some cases – an overshoot in the
initial stages (during which ĥ(t) suddenly decreases, in some
cases reaching a minimum value ĥmin, so that ĥmin < ĥ0), and
rebounds next, finally attaining the equilibrium value ĥ0. As
done by [17] in their work (see Figure 4 of their paper), we map735

in Fig. 7 iso-lines of the difference ĥ0 − ĥmin (defined by [17] as
the “overshoot size”). Interestingly, the portion of space param-
eter {V,W0} where we observe the highest deviation from unity
of ηeq is the same in which the most relevant overshoots occur.
This region of the parameter space appears to be the epicenter of740

a rich interplay of competing mechanisms, affecting the subtle
balance between wind-induced and buoyancy-induced effects.
When this balance is perturbed – by wind fluctuations in our
case, or by an initial offset from equilibrium condition in [17] –
the system is prone to amplify disturbances. When the system745

is forced by a continuous stochastic wind, the configuration of
dynamical equilibrium attained can be very different from that
attained when a constant wind is present.

6. A real case study

In order to show the effect of wind fluctuations on a real case750

study, we consider a conference room similar to the room anal-
ysed by [4]. The cross-sectional area is Ac=50 m2, the height
is H = 4 m, and two openings are cut in the upwind and down-
wind face, with effective flow area equal to A∗= 0.63 m2. Inside
the room, a thermal load with power E =2000 W (e.g., 13 peo-755

ple sitting around a conference table) exists. The thermal load
generates the buoyancy B0 = gβE/(ρcp) = 5.5 · 10−2 m4s−3,

where β = 3.48 · 10−3 K−1 and cp = 1012 J kg−1 K−1 are the
coefficient of thermal expansion and the specific heat capac-
ity of air, respectively. At the ceiling, the reduced gravity is760

(computed by Eq. 2) g′H =0.12 m/s2. Wind blows at the mean
velocity v0=1.40 m/s . For the sake of simplicity, we consider(
Cpu −Cpl

)
= 1 [40]. Under these assumptions, the wind in-

duces (according to Eq. 5) a mean pressure difference ∆pw,0 =

1.22 Pa.765

Given these parameters, the vent parameter and the mean
wind parameter are (Eqs. 13 and 15) V = 1.00 and W0 = 2.00
(a pair considered in Figs. 4 and 6). Moreover, the box filling
time (Eq. (10)) is TB f= 452 s.

According to Eq. (16), the equilibrium configuration of770

regimeA (forward stratified flow) is ĥ0=0.45 and ĝ0=3.77.
We first neglect wind fluctuations, with a room ventilation

affected by a constant wind v0, which implies a reduced gravity
within the buoyant layer g′ = 0.45 m/s2 and an elevation of its
interface h = 1.80 m. It follows that people (whose height is775

usually less than 1.80 m) breath below the warm buoyant layer.
Moreover, the flow rate of fresh air that enters the room from
the bottom opening (in equilibrium conditions QP = QT = QB),
computed by means of Eq. (1), is equal to 0.12 m3/s, i.e. 2.1 air
changes per hour.780

We now consider the case of a fluctuating wind. Assuming
a (reasonable) coefficient of variation CV,wv = 0.10, the corre-
sponding correction factors are ηeq ∼ 0.6 and γeq ∼ 0.8 (see
Fig. 6). Accordingly, the reduced gravity within the buoyant
layer is g′ ≃ 0.36 m/s2, the elevation of the interface is h = 1.10785

m, the air exchange flow is QP = 0.05 m3/s, and only 0.9 air
changes per hour occur. The ventilation conditions have there-
fore changed dramatically, for the worse, compared to the case
of a constant wind. People in the room breath now well above
the warm buoyant layer, which implies conditions that are (i)790

less comfortable, due to the high temperature and humidity and
(ii) potentially dangerous, as human exhalations mix and can be
inhaled. This simple example evidences the crucial impact of
wind fluctuations on the natural ventilation of a room.

7. Conclusions795

We studied the ventilation dynamics of a room characterized
by the presence of a point buoyancy source and submitted to the
action of an unsteady opposing wind, which was modelled here
by adding a random forcing to the governing equations. Our fo-
cus was on the impact of wind fluctuations on the elevation of800

the interface of the buoyant layer, that accumulates at the ceil-
ing of the room, and on its reduced gravity. Our results show
that the average elevation attained under the effect of a fluctu-
ating wind can be much different from what observed when a
constant wind is considered. Typically, the interface elevation805

of the buoyant layer tends to decrease (up to a third), as does its
reduced gravity.

This peculiar and unexpected behaviour was thoroughly in-
vestigated. A physically-based explanation was given and a
parametric study was performed, focusing on the role of (i) the810

intensity and time correlation of wind fluctuations and (ii) the
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vent and wind parameters. Most of these parameters have a
relevant effect in the dynamics that drive the reduction of the
buoyant layer interface elevation and reduced gravity (com-
pared to the case of constant wind). The only parameter that815

has a marginal influence on the system dynamics is the time-
correlation of the wind velocity fluctuations (at least in the
range of realistic timescales here considered). Finally, we an-
alyzed an example of real naturally-ventilated room to show
that a randomly fluctuating wind can lead to a worsening of the820

ventilation performances, which implies a considerable reduc-
tion of the comfort and safety of naturally ventilated enclosed
spaces.

It is worth to highlight the interest of the results here reported
in the context of reliable and sound design of ventilation sys-825

tems based on stack effect. We demonstrated that realistic fluc-
tuations of the wind velocity can have a remarkable impact on
the dynamics of the buoyant layer interface. In particular, we
showed that considering the mean wind velocity can lead to se-
vere errors in the assessment of the ventilation performance of830

a room. We also evaluated – qualitatively – the amount of these
errors and, more importantly, we determined the regions of the
parameter space within which wind fluctuations play a crucial
role. In order to deal with the uncertainties resulting from wind
fluctuations, ventilation engineers can: (i) design ventilation835

system so that the vent parameter V and the wind parameter
W do not fall in the regions prone to noise-induced phenom-
ena or; (ii) compute the interface elevation by considering the
mean wind velocity and then applying correction coefficients
(e.g., those in Fig. 6) to account for effects due to wind velocity840

fluctuations.
It should be finally noted that the scientific community is in-

creasingly highlighting the role of random components in in-
ducing structural changes in the behaviour of a dynamic system
(the so-called ‘noise-induced phenomena’). This study shows845

that natural ventilation also exhibits this fascinating feature,
which should be considered for effective design, given the ubiq-
uity of wind fluctuations.
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